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Source: FMI, OCDE 

Evolution des recettes fiscales après la réforme du Cadre inclusif 
OCDE/G20 (estimation en % du PIB) 
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Country Data localization and data transfers measures 

Brunei 

Brunei Darussalam demands strict data localization requirements, data to be saved and processed on servers within the borders of the 
country. Companies must store information in the territory of Brunei.  
An organization shall not transfer personal data to a country outside Brunei Darussalam except in accordance with requirements 
prescribed under the PDPO to ensure that the transferred personal data will be accorded a standard of protection that is comparable 
to that under the PDPO. 

Vietnam 

The data localization requirement applies to : 

- Vietnamese companies providing telecommunication, Internet services and services on the Internet 

- Foreign companies providing any of the following services: (1) telecommunications services; (2) data storage and data sharing 

services in cyberspace; (3) supply of national or international domain names for service users in Vietnam; (4) e-commerce; (5) 

online payment; (6) payment intermediary; (7) transport connection service via cyberspace; (8) social network and social media; 

(9) online video games; and (10) services of providing, managing or operating other information in cyberspace in the form of 

messaging, voice call, video call, e-mail or online chat.  

Data belonging to users must be stored in Vietnam for at least 24 months, international firms must set up local offices within 12 months 
of request. 
A company must inform the data subjects and obtain prior explicit consent from individuals before sharing their personal information 
with a third party. E-commerce websites must have options for consumers to allow or deny the use of their personal information for 
advertising purposes. 

Indonesia 

Public electronic system operators that provide public services must place their electronic systems and data in Indonesia. Bank 
Indonesia and the Financial Services Authority have also imposed localization mandates for businesses in the financial sector.  
Cross border transfers are principally permitted provided that, the transferring data controller is able to ensure the following :  
- that the country of domicile of the data controller or data processor that will receive the transfer of personal data has an equal 

or higher level of personal data protection than afforded under the PDP Law (“Adequacy of Protection”);  

- in the absence of Adequacy of Protection, an adequate level of binding personal data protection shall be available ("Appropriate 

Safeguards”);  

- in the event that neither Adequacy of Protection nor Appropriate Safeguards are present, (prior) consent shall be obtained from 

the data subject. 

Myanmar 

There are currently no laws concerning the data localization topic available in Myanmar. However, the draft “Cybersecurity Law” 
released in January 2022 sets out requirements for digital platform service providers with over 100,000 users in Myanmar to store 
user data “in a place designated by” the Ministry of Transport and Communications, in addition to registration requirements for 
internet service providers. This could mean new data localization requirements.  
Transfer of personal data requires consent. 

Malaysia 

There are no data localization requirements.  
Under the PDPA, a data user may not transfer personal data to jurisdictions outside of Malaysia unless that jurisdiction has been 
specified by the Minister. However, there are exceptions to this restriction, including the following: The data subject has given his or 
her consent to the transfer; The transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the data user; 
The data user has taken all reasonable steps and exercised all due diligence to ensure that the personal data will not be processed in 
a manner that would contravene the PDPA; The transfer is necessary to protect the data subject’s vital interests. 

Thailand 

There is no data localization requirement so the personal data can be stored outside of Thailand.  
Personal Data may not be transferred outside of Thailand, unless the recipient country or international organisation has adequate 
personal data protection standards in the regulator’s view and the transfer is in accordance with the rules prescribed by the 
regulator. Exemptions may apply such as in the following cases: the data subject has given consent and proper notification has been 
given by the Data Controller; the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the Data Controller and data 
subject; or the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject. 

Singapore 

Singapore's policy on data transfer is against data localisation, as it relies on data-driven services as a critical component of its 
economy.  
In disclosing or transferring personal data to onshore third parties, an organization should ensure that it has obtained the individual's 
deemed or express consent (unless exemptions apply). Singapore also contains offshore transfer restrictions, which require an 
organization to ensure that the receiving organization has in place "comparable protection" to the standards set out in the Singapore 
when transferring personal data outside the country. 

Philippines 
There are currently no data localisation requirements. 
Data transfers to foreign countries are generally permitted with the consent of the data subject. 

Lao 

There are no policies on data storing within the borders or forced localisation. 
The transfer of data must abide by the following requirements: consent from the data subject ; ensuring that the receiving entity can 
protect the electronic data properly; documents concerning important information, such as financial, banking, investment, and 
accounting information, must be encrypted; information which is transferred or submitted must not be distorted; the transfer must 
be in line with the agreement between the sender and the recipient; and submission or transfer of data must be stopped when the 
receiver of the data does not intend to receive the information anymore. 

Cambodia 
No forced data  localisation laws are published within the Kingdom of Cambodia. Thus, foreign investors and IT providers do not have 
to follow specific requirements. While Cambodian law does not explicitly prohibit an organization from transferring data, it implies a 
disclosure/notification obligation under its existing legal framework for data protection and the consent of the data subject. 



ASEAN 
Country 

 Government Regulatory Policy 
(ADGSOM Report and Other Sources) 

Use of Legal Statues And 
Protocols (ADGSOM Report) 

Primary Approach To 
Blockchain Digital 
Applications (Based on 
ADGSOM Report) 

Indonesia  Central Bank policy focused on the assessment of the 
opportunity for issuing a digital rupiah, or government fiat 
currency. Allowed cryptocurrencies as trading commodities 
in 2021. 

Laws/Acts 
Decree 
Decision 

Regulations First, 
Business Later 

Singapore  Among the acknowledged leader in blockchain technology 
in the region. Central Bank policy is to keep promoting 
digital asset ecosystems, but also restricting cryptocurrency 
speculation. Blockchain technology is still not a strategic 
priority in ITC Master Plan 2015 to 2020 of Singapore. 

Laws/Acts 
Government Notice 

Regulations First, 
Business Later 
Some government-
business partnerships 

Thailand  Until 2019, blockchain technology was not a high priority, 
but the country has placed blockchain technology in the 
top-five strategic priority of ITC Master Plan 2021–2025. 
Even so, Central Bank policy explores retailing as an integral 
part of its digital ecosystem. 

Laws/Acts Regulations First, 
Business Later 

Malaysia  The Industry-Government Group for High Technology 
(MIGHT) has placed blockchain technology as a strategic 
priority in its ITC master plan 2020–2025, but is cautious in 
further recognizing crypto as legal tender. 

Laws/Acts Regulations First, 
Business Later 

Philippines  Distinguished as a pioneer in using blockchain technology 
for the distribution of government bonds. A collaboration 
between the Treasury, Union Bank, and Philippine Digital 
Exchange launched an app to make it easier and more 
efficient for people to invest in retail treasury bonds. 

Laws/ Acts (Bureau of 
Internal Revenue and 
Department of Finance have 
issued new regulations on 
the taxation of 
cryptocurrencies) 

Regulations First, 
Business Later 
Some government-
business partnerships 

Vietnam  Government's Resolution No. 17/NQ-CP released in March 
2020 comprises a “legal framework for the application of 
modern technologies including blockchain, the Internet of 
Things, artificial intelligence, big data, and Open API” 
(Banzon, 2021). 

Decision Regulations First, 
Business Later 

Brunei  Minimal guidance on cryptocurrencies; discretion issued for 
future applications. 

N/A Fledgling regulations 

Cambodia  Among the first in the world to launch a central bank digital 
currency (Bakong). Yet, the Cambodian Ministry of Finance 
has not supported the issuance and circulation of crypto. 

Others Regulations First, 
Business Later 

Myanmar  Central Bank of Myanmar in 2019 officially endorsed the 
use of blockchain for the national payment system. but 
political events have stymied new developments. 

Decision* Fledgling regulations 

Lao  Setting of standards for digital asset transactions, including 
cryptocurrencies. 

Decision* Fledgling regulations 

Timor  Blockchain still in infancy. N.A. Fledgling regulations 
 

 



  

 
 

   

 

 
i “e-Conomy SEA 2022, Through the waves, towards a sea of opportunity”, Google, Temasek and Bain.  

ii 6 premières économies de la région : Indonésie, Thaïlande, Malaisie, Singapour, Philippines et Vietnam. 

iii Données issues du World Economic Outlook, FMI, octobre 2022. 

iv DSTRI = Digital Services Trade Restrictiveness Index; RDTII = Regional Digital Trade Integration Index. 

v The Metaverse in Asia, Deloitte. 

vi D’origine française, la plateforme The Sandbox offre un métavers dans lequel les joueurs peuvent créer et monétiser 
leurs propres jeux, expériences et mondes en utilisant un LAND, NFT représentant la propriété d’une parcelle de terrain 
dans le jeu. Les joueurs peuvent acheter, vendre et développer leur LAND en utilisant la monnaie du jeu, SAND, et la 
blockchain Ethereum. 

vii Games & Esports: Bona Fide Sports, Esports market outlook for Southeast Asia, Tencent, Newzoo 
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